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BARONIAL CHAMPIONS

Borec (Armored Combat)
Lord Magnus O’Carr (Torin)

Cut & Thrust Champion: His
Excellency Donald MacDonald

Lucisnik (Archery): Honorable
Lord Roderick de Graham

Estradni Umelec (Arts & Sciences):
Lady Margaret MacKenzie

Zpevak (Bardic): Honorable
Lord Jóhann Steinarsson

Congratulations!
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From the Baronage
Unto the Populace of these glorious lands that burn,
Greetings! We hope this missive finds you well and in good spirits, as we write this the day is beautiful and bright.
Lilies was a scorcher this year, perhaps an omen for the warriors of Vatavia as we took to the fields of battle. We have heard wondrous
news that the people of the lands that burn shined brightly at war this year with their knowledge, generosity, and prowess. We are humbled
and awed to serve a such an awesome group and are heartened to have witnessed the strength and veracity we have when working together.
We turn now to tend to hearth and home in these coming months, in preparations for Valor and our fall Renaissance Faire demonstration.
We are thrilled to announce that both Their Royal Majesties Logan and Ylva have accepted our invitation to attend Valor. We have also
been given news that the boon for Honorable Lord Mathurin Kerbusso's elevation to the Order of the Pelican was begged at Lilies War
XXX. His vigil and elevation is to be held at Valor. We have bid for and been accepted the honor of holding Bardic Bedlam alongside
Valor, the first time that this event has been held in the south western reaches of Calontir.
This means many things for us, all of them good. Our home will be open to many of our friends and family across our Kingdom and beyond. Valor XXXVII will be lively, well attended, and busy!
We well understand the desire to join in the festivities, to take part in the tourneys and competitions that will be held! We want you to enjoy Valor... but we also ask that you help play the part of being a good host. We're not asking you to give up your entire weekend, but a few
hours of your time and efforts will go far in supporting our event and giving our fine Kingdom a fun damn time.
Our Front Gate will need to be well stationed, our Marshalls-in-Charge will need help with inspections, authorizations, listing, waterbearing, etc. Our event Herald will need help with ensuring that news and announcements spread throughout camp and that our tourneys have
field heralds as needed. Our Tavern and Feast Stewards will need help in the kitchen, at the cashier's box, in setting up feast, in serving, and
cleaning up afterwards. Our Event Stewards will need help setting things up for the weekend's activities and for cleaning up site on Monday
morning when our friends are ready to go home. They will need help before site even opens, in making site tokens, obtaining prizes, food
prep, making and finishing scrolls.
We also need your help. We would like to present Their Majesties with a gift of largess during their court. We are asking for our craftsmen
and artisans (that's you!) to donate small items that would be appropriate as gifts and tokens of thanks to be received from the Crown. If
you have never made largess before and have questions about what to make or donate please let us know.
We would also like to see Their Majesties present a plethora of awards during Their court at Valor. We have many good folks in this Barony who are worthy of recognition. Please, please send award recommendations to Their Majesties so that they may know and make plans.
Send them now. Not later. Not tomorrow. Right. Now. (Please consider letting us know if you feel that someone deserves
an award. It is our duty to help advocate on your behalf. Please, please, please help us help you and our friends. )
Whew. As if Valor was not enough already, shortly (very shortly) after we have the Great Plains Fall Renaissance Faire to attend. This is
not only one of our largest, most public demonstrations it is our biggest efforts towards fundraising. We like to do lots of cool things together, and the reality is that those things cost money. Upkeep of Baronial equipment, gold key, waterbearing and other supplies for local
events, the plastic cups and plates that we use at group potlucks.
We are challenging everyone to step outside their comfort zone for this season's demo. Help out in a way or area that is new to you. If you
participate in fighting, please consider volunteering for an hour or two at the pop booth or bring an arts and sciences project (we know you
have one) and hang out in the Arts and Sciences display area for a bit to work on it and share your knowledge with others. If you come out
for the Arts and Sciences display, consider volunteering for waterbearing during a round of fighting or helping to tear things down at the
end of the weekend. Try something new and you'll be surprised to find you may have made a new friend. As Their Majesties Matsu
and Elena have said “It is by expanding our interactions that this Kingdom grows and continues to shine.”
In ever faithful service,
Baron Uldin of Ravenscroft and Baroness Sung Sai-êrh
Baron@baronyofvatavia.org
Baroness@baronyofvatavia.org
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FROM THE SENESCHAL

Bardic Bedlam, no less, this year) comes a need for many
voice heralds. I am looking for people with strong voices
who can assist with camp crier duties and tournament heralding over the Valor weekend. The public request will be
going out to the Kingdom soon enough, for the Caltrop
Pursuivant cannot be everywhere at Valor simultaneously
(no matter how hard I try).

Greetings unto the Populace of Vatavia,
The last three months have been great and I want to thank
everyone that helped out with our local events and demos.
When we have an overlap like we did with Phallus Fractus
and Ren Faire it really does make a difference when everyone bands together and helps out.

Speaking of demos, while I was at Lilies I was approached
We are always on the lookout for people interested in
by two kingdom officers that said we do more demos than
learning the Heraldic arts. If you want to know why a coat
any other group in the Kingdom! I like that we stand out as
of arms with blue-on-black is a bad idea, or if you’d like to
a promoter of the SCA in Kingdom, let’s keep that up!
learn the intricacies of Court or Field Heralding, come and
We are currently looking for a bid for running fall Ren
talk to myself or any of the Caltrop staff at our Arts & SciFaire at the end of September. This does cross over two
other events in kingdom (one in Deodar and one in Three ences nights.
Rivers) so I hope we can band together again and make it
At this time, I am still looking for a new Primary Deputy
another great demo. If you are interested please talk to me
soon so we can start the planning stages early and get our
Caltrop; as stated in the last newsletter, due to the events of
volunteers lined up for all the departments. If we don’t get a Life, my previous Deputy has been unable to attend our
bid then the officer corp is responsible for running the
gatherings, and I do occasionally need a reserve herald so
demo so be ready to line up your people if we don’t get one,
that my voice can recover. Experience is not essential, just a
officers!
Coming up sooner than that is CalonCon. I want to remind willingness to learn. Our events wouldn’t be quite the same
without our Shouty People to deliver the news or call fightall officers that this is a “strongly suggested” event so I
would like to see as many officers (and deputies) there as
ers to the field. I ask now, with a slight tone of urgency, if
possible. If you are an officer and are unable to attend you you wish to learn, contact me via the Caltrop email address
are still required to get the information that was talked
about at the meetings, either ask a deputy to take notes, get listed on our Baronial webpage.
the info from a friend that attended or ask the person heading the meeting (Kingdom officer) if you can get the info
from them. Parts of our jobs change frequently and this is a
good way to get the information from the Kingdom officers
to group officers in a personal way.

In service,
HL Johann Steinarsson
Caltrop Pursuivant

From the Exchequer

We have an event packed summer (which includes Valor!)
and I hope to see many people at the upcoming events out
in Kingdom, see you all there!

Greetings Vatavia,
Expenditures for Valor have the funds down to
around $7200.

-Lord William Douglas
Seneschal, Barony of Vatavia

If you are interested in what is entailed in the exchequer
position, please feel free to email me. I would be glad to
answer any questions you may have. I am looking for a couple of deputies to assist in the Exchequer position. Anyone
interested can send questions to rbotkin2@cox.net or rbotkin21@gmail.com. It is an easy way to learn how we as a
Barony function.

FROM THE CALTROP
PURSUIVANT
Good gentles all,
Now that the heat of summer is upon us, and the fires
beginning to rage in the Lands That Burn, I would ask a
favor of you - I know it is well in advance, but please hear
me out. Valor is coming. And with Valor (teamed up with

Lord Robert the Scott
Exchequer, Barony of Vatavia
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From the chatelaine

FROM THE Arts and

Unto the Glorious Populace of the Jewel of Calontir, Vata- Sciences Ministers
via, the Lands that Burn do I, Lady Deirdre de Warenne,
Unto the Most Gracious Populace of Vatavia and environs,
Chatelaine, send Cool Breezy Greetings…
do we your Arts & Sciences coministers, Lady Maria Arosa
My Lords and My Ladies, I hope you are staying cool this de Santa Olalla and Lord Niall Mac a’Ghobhainn, bring
really really hot summer. That being said, get out there and these Greetings:
go to events!
Lilies and the Landmark 50th Year events are over, and its Events As the hammer-sun strikes down upon it’s anvil of
choice, the Lands that Burn, we look forward to the many
time to settle in for the rest of the summer of eventing!
events yet this summer, and into early autumn. Of particular
Check the Kingdom calendar and make those plans. And
don't forget Valor is but a deep breath away!
interest to the artisans and scientists of Vatavia are of course
The Tournament of Valor, September 2-3, followed closely
I know the heat is keeping everyone in their a/c but there
are local activities happening every week, the most noisy
by the Queen’s Prize Tournament.
being fighter practice! It is at the north end of OJ Watson
park, on Sundays at 11am. There are plenty of fighters out The Vatavian Arts and Sciences Co-Ministers encourage all
there to guide you into armor and onto the field. Check in the Populace to get involved in the arts & sciences on offer
with Lord Torin and he will get you started!
at Valor. Highlights include various classes, a period enThe 'creative' (rather than combative) meeting is Wednes- campment competition, and a Roman legionary’s item comday evenings at MakerSpace at 1500 E. Douglas at 7pm.
petition. For details, please see the Valor website at valThere are classes, which are outlined in another part of this or2016.weebly.com. We look forward to seeing all Vatavinewsletter, and people bring projects to work on and talk
ans there!
about (yes, please ask us questions - we love to share what
we're doing).
The Queen’s Prize Tournament this year is being held September 17 – 18, in Couer d’Ennui (Des Moines, Iowa). DeRemember we are a family organization - and kiddos are
tails are forthcoming for this most excellent event; be sure to
welcome. At many events there are children's activities
scheduled - so check out the event info online!
consult the Kingdom Calendar at calendar.calontir.org for
details on this, and other events beyond Vatavia.
I hope to see many of you out soon. Please remember I'm
almost always accessible and willing to chat and answer
And of course, before this quarter is out, we have the Fall
questions. You can find me on facebook as Deirdre de
Renaissance Fair, September 24-25 at Sedgwick County
Warenne, email me at the.ladydeirdre@gmail.com or by
Park. Details are yet forthcoming, but we want to encourage
phone at 316-648-8312.
all the artisans and scientists of Vatavia to participate, by
demonstrating and performing in the Dell. After Valor,
In Service to the Dream and to Calontir
Lady Deirdre de Warenne
keep an eye open for more specifics on this.
Chatelaine of Vatavia
If you do participate in the arts & sciences, at home or
throughout the Kingdom and beyond, please let us know of
From the archer
your achievements. Whether you entered competition,
marshal
taught or took a class, or performed bardic or music, please
Ladies and Lords!!
Come one, come all!! Deep within the lands that burn, be- pass on your details to the Arts & Sciences coministers, and
hind and unassuming squire’s stable in an unlikely little park let all the Barony know and celebrate your works.
named for a man called Watson there is… Archery PracClasses As of July 1, here is the listing of Arts & Sciences
tice!!! E'ry Sunday at 9am promptly, we will meet to perfoclasses, held at MakeICT, 1500 E Douglas Ave, in Wichita
rate foam, cardboard, and paper villians of all kinds!!
67214. Unless otherwise noted, Arts & Sciences classes are
Come out and have loads of fun with us!!!
held the second Wednesday of the month at 7 PM:
In Service,
Sigurd, Archer Marshal
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July 13: Tananata: the Japanese Star Festival (Lady Yukiko)
July 20: Populace Meeting: Scroll Preprints (Lady Malina)
August 10: Stewarding the Feast (Lord Ottar)
September 14: Naalbinding
(Lady Isobel MacDonald {Iszy})
October 12: Die Making, Part I (Lord William Douglas)
October 26: Haversack construction
(Lord Moon Hides the Sun)
November 9: Die Making, Part II (Lord William Douglas)
December 14: How to Herald a Tournament (HL Johann)

From the Demo

The strong tradition of Arts and Sciences continues to
flourish in Vatavia! We look forward to all your works in
the coming months.

like to participate. It will help with planning displays and
the tables and chairs needed. Hands on items are encouraged. Items from all aspects of the Society are encouraged.
Last year we were where the Museum actually had a period
manuscript page displayed. Contact me personally if you
want to come.

Coordinator
Good Vatavians -

Sunday July 24th at Exploration Place we have a presentation from noon to 4 pm. The fighter practice will be its
usual noon to 3 pm. The theme portion is Medieval Engineering Part II: Arms Armor and Archery and will be from
1 pm to 4 pm to provide set up and tear down time. DisAnd YOU too can teach a class! We are very happy to wel- play items would be appreciated. There will be posters and
hands on activities and items. EP’s War Wolf scale trebucome every instructor and every subject. Even if you are a
chet is operational. We are still working the details on ice
novice in your chosen craft, or have just completed your
ammunition to throw into the river from the observation
patio.
first prototype or research, please share your work with
Museum of World Treasures invited us to be part of their
Vatavia! Please contact either of the co-ministers to get on
Customer
Appreciation Day Saturday August 13th. We
the schedule.
plan to be there from 10 am to 3 pm. The Museum will be
open for people to set up starting at 8 am. If you are comBardic HL Johann has reinstated Bardic Night gatherings,
on select Friday evenings at his home. Please keep an eye on ing early is better. There is a Saturday market in the square.
Parking can be ‘entertaining’ later in the morning. We
all the usual sources for his announcements and invitations. would appreciate individuals letting us know if they would

Yours in service,
Lady Maria
Lord Niall
Arts and Sciences Ministers, Vatavia

If I know you are interested I will send specifics on this
demonstration. I realize that circumstances can change at the
last minute. Just let me know if you are interested in being
included so we have the space and chairs needed for people.
Our major Fall presentation at the Fall Great Plains Renaissance Festival will be September 24th-25th. The event
stewards for this will be announcing details of their plans.

From the Knight
Marshal

Last, we are discussing the possibility of providing a panel
for a local convention in October. This request coincides
with the Crown Tournament October 8th in Lonely Tower.
Please let me know your thoughts on this. We have not formally accepted this presentation request. I would like to let
the planners know whether or not Vatavia will be involved
soon so they can move forward with their planning. As of
this publication this will have been discussed at the July 6th
Officers’ Meeting. If there is further information I will post
through the DFO.

Fighter practice is at OJ Watson park on Sundays we will
be moving to summer hours on July 10th this means we
start at 10am. We will also be dedicating one weekend out
of the month to work on melee skills. Keep an eye on the
Facebook page and the Dragonfly online. I would also like
to encourage the populous to come on out to fighter practice, and hang out. Bring your projects and work on them.
Enjoy the day with the fighters.
In Service to the Fighting Falcons,

YIS

Lord Magnus O’Carr (Torin)

Marie Chantal Delaire
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OFFICERS’ MEETING MINUTES

Several policies were announced for the record. Personal
storage of Baronial property at an individual’s residence is
OFFICERS’ MEETING | May 4, 2016
allowed only if requested or authorized by the Property
Make ICT 1500 East Douglas, Wichita KS
Master, Baronage, Seneschal, or Exchequer. Items of significant value should be covered by riders on that person’s in22 were in attendance: 13 Baronage/ officers/deputies; 2
surance. It was also announced and will be enforced in the
members of the populace participated in the meeting
future that free admission to the Renaissance Festivals is
provided only with volunteer work for each day of free adLilies is June 11th-19th at Smithville Lake MO. Vatavia has mission. Examples of acceptable activities/ work were given.
scheduled to work registration Sunday from 8 am to 2 pm. The collaboration agreement with Make ICT has been
With a couple additional volunteers it could be extended to signed. It allows for national SCA members to sign a waiver
4 pm which is Her Excellency’s desire, if feasible. The Vata- providing membership information. Upon completion of
vian Champions’ event will be July 2nd at OJ Watson Park. equipment certification classes these members can have acCompetition requirements for each competition will be an- cess to the facilities during our scheduled meetings. SCA
nounced as they are decided. During Valor Their Majesties, classes will be open to Make ICT members and others at no
currently Their Highnesses, will be celebrating their 35th
charge, except for materials.
wedding anniversary. Ways were discussed to make it memorable for them.
Event stewards are needed for the Fall Renaissance Festival
The Caltrop Pursuivant requested interested members atSeptember 24th-25th. Otherwise it will fall to the officer
tending Horse and Falcon May 28th consider helping with
corps to plan the demo. Also a request was made for fund
field heraldry. July 24th is the next fighter practice and theme raiser ideas. They do not have to be part of the Ren Festipresentation. The subject will be Medieval Engineering Part vals. It was announced that cake, cookies and snacks were
II: Arms, Armor and Archery.
brought to celebrate the SCA’s 50th anniversary and Torin’s
50th birthday.
Arts and sciences classes at Make ICT are scheduled
The meeting adjourned.
through November. These will be cross posted on the Make
OFFICERS’ MEETING | June 1, 2016
ICT web site. May’s classes will be book binding by Sean
Make ICT 1500 East Douglas, Wichita KS
Angus and oil lamps by Sorcha. Two champions have announced their areas’ competitions: the arts and sciences
20 members were present: 13 Baronage/ officers/deputies;
championship is anything to do with cooking besides just
4 other members participated in the meeting
food entries; bardic will be one period item, one favorite
Uldin story with a bad joke tie breaker. Valor competitions
will be period encampments and anything a Roman soldier Their Excellencies invited everyone to join them in friendly
competition and camaraderie at the Champions’ event at OJ
would have in his possession.
th
The Caltrop Pursuivant announced the name registrations of Watson Park June 4 . The Champions’ arts and sciences
competition theme is cooking and period cooking related
Bartholomew Thorpe and Inuhara Fuyume. Three other
items. Their Excellencies will be providing the meat, chicken
members’ items are in process at the national level. The
sausages like get at Gulf Wars Good Bakery. They also
Chatelaine is working on involving new members in the
asked those at Lilies War join them on the archery field for
Newton area in SCA activities there and here.
a day of shooting. Also His Excellency Uldin would like to
The Exchequer reported $9,000 in available funds. Refund- take a Vatavian fighting group to the field Thursday to join
able deposits from Coronation and Phallus Fractus will be the smaller force. Target rich environment was mentioned.
The Valor arts and sciences competitions are period enreceived in the near future. The Vatavian Order of Precedence is being updated to current. With 1100 names it will campment and anything a Roman soldier might wear or carbe accomplished in historic fashion: ‘It will be done when it ry in camp or into battle. So far only one class is scheduled,
His Grace Gassion doing fighting 311. Members are reis done.’
quested to consider presenting a class. The possibility of
Archery practice continues at OJ Watson Park Sundays. It children’s activities was discussed. The required background
was announced that there will be no practice Mothers’ Day. check was briefly covered. Funds and offers of cake to celebrate at Valor Their Majesties’ 35th wedding anniversary was
Fighter practice will be held that day at the regular scheddiscussed. When asked about Their preferences the couple’s
uled time, 11 am.
response was cheesecake.
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Their Excellencies will be holding an open workshop at
their residence after Lilies on June 24th to work on garb and
loaner equipment. July 24at Exploration Place there will be
fighter practice and a presentation on Medieval Engineering
Part II: Arms, Armor, and Archery. The invitation from the
Museum of World Treasures to participate in their annual
Customer Appreciation Day August 13th was accepted. A
display of items from all areas will be done from 10 am to 3
pm.

Event steward bids for the Fall Ren fair are due by July Officers’; otherwise the officers corps will be organizing the
presentation. It was noted the fairs are good pseudo-event
experience for learning event autocratting with different department heads/ deputies. It also does not have some of the
major event requirements regarding registration, budgeting,
scheduling with Royals in attendance, etc.
HL Jóhann was congratulated on his elevation into the Order of the Calon Cross at Horse and Falcon.
The meeting adjourned.

The Caltrop Pursuivant announced that 4 Vatavian’s items
registration will be done this summer. He also stated that
there will be an increase in the registration fee at the national OFFICERS’ MEETING | July 6, 2016
Make ICT 1500 East Douglas, Wichita, Kansas
level of $1.00 for proposals effective October 2016. On
behalf of the Lilies Herald he requested those attending Lil20 members were present: 13 Baronage/ officers/deputies/
ies consider assisting Lord ‘Dawi’. The Web Minister rechampions; and 2 members participated in the meeting
ported that the update to the Baronial website Order of
Precedence was ½ completed. The Chronicler requested ofPlans for Valor are being completed and volunteer schedulficer letters for the next Dragonflyre be turned in by noon
July 3rd. As always articles and artwork are appreciated. The ing started. Sign up sheets are now available and will be at
Chatelaine would like to hold a new comer demo at Newton meetings and practices. Donations for prizes and for largess
for the Crown’s use are being requested. Crown largess needs
for members there in July. The members have several chilto be turned in before Valor. Members are encouraged to
dren so activities for them are encouraged. The Arts and
attend Queen’s Prize Tourney even if they are not considerSciences Ministers have classes scheduled through Deceming entering since there is much to learn and see. His Grace
ber. A repeat of classes on doing documentation was suggested and discussed. Vatavians were asked to consider pre- Garick, Mistress Genvieve, and HL Jóhann have offered to
sponsor those wishing to do an entry.
senting classes at Valor. The silk banner making class and
workshops have been very successful with several new perfor the demonstrations at Explorasonal banners completed for display. The different competi- Plans are being finalized
th
tion Place July 24 from noon to 4pm and the Museum of
tion themes were announced. Also members were asked to
world Treasures August 13th from 10 am to 3 pm. A call for
inform the Ministers of their arts and sciences activitiesvolunteers for a proposed panel at a convention to be held
presentations, classes, competitions-especially at Kingdom
October 8th in Wichita will be made to determine whether
level events.
The Exchequer reported that the Barony ordered axes have this invitation can be accepted. It is the same time asthFall
Crown. A decision will be made after the August 17 popuarrived. At Phallus Fractus about $1200 in donations was
made for male cancers research. He proposed, if permitted, lace meeting. This year’s Fall Renaissance Festival will be
organized by the Officer Corp. Each officer is responsible
to wait for the new Kingdom Exchequer to take office to
for activities related to their department. Those with no diredo the bank signature card. Otherwise it will have to be
redone again in just a couple months when the office chang- rect related activities, web minister for example, will be helping in other areas or at the pop concessions. A road show in
es hands. The Seneschals previous request for fund raiser
Newton for the group starting there is still being considered.
ideas was discussed. Several new suggestions were made. It
was clarified that raffles had legal issues and are not allowed The possibility of doing a fighter practice there is being considered as well.
fund raisers for our organization.
Current Census information collection deadline is June 24th.
The Caltrop Pursuivant is still waiting for the registration
The form can be found on the Baronial website and Faceresults to be posted for several Vatavian proposals. Addibook page.
Unless it is posted otherwise the fighter practice is Sunday at tional help with heraldic duties will be needed this year at
OJ Watson Park starting at 11am. Archery practice is Sun- Valor with Bardic Bedlam being held as part of that event. A
day also at the same location starting at 10am, one hour be- call for heraldic volunteers will be made on local sites and
fore the fighter practice starts. The Archer Marshal will be Kingdom heraldic sites. Their Excellencies were thanked for
holding practice June 5th, the Sunday after the Champions’ their weekly posts about activities to Vatavia and our surevent. Contact him before practices if you need to have loan- rounding groups.
er equipment.
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The newsletter is being composed for publication. Officers
were thanked for submitting their letters. The local website
OP is now updated. Some cross referencing with Kingdom
needs to be looked at.
Monthly bardic nights have been reinstated. The next gathering is proposed for August 5th. Extra arts and sciences
classes are on the schedule: July 13th Tanabata, The Japanese Star Festival by Yukiko; July 20th Preprint scroll painting by Melina. An additional class on making haversacks by
Sun Hides the Moon is also scheduled. A class on pottery
making is being considered especially since Make ICT has a
ceramics department.
Expenditures for Valor have the funds down to around
$7200. the Seneschal renewed his request for ideas in writing for fund raisers. The signature card will be completed
after Calon con now that the Kingdom office change has
been done. The billing discrepancy from Triple A’s office
miscommunication has been resolved.
Both archery and fighter practice will start one hour earlier
as the heat of summer begins: archery 9 am; fighting 10 am.
The officers were reminded quarterly reports are due in 9
days. Attendance at Calon Con is not mandatory. However,
those unable to attend need to arrange to get the information from the meeting for their office. The Property
Master is moving. A new Property Master is needed. Letters
of application need to be in by august 17th populace. It was
noted that except during events the responsibilities for this
position are few.
Members have been asked to consider biding on Kingdom
events other than the required Crown and Coronation.
These are King’s Companie of Archers, Kingdom Arts and
Sciences, Queen’s Prize Tourney and Masters of the Duel.
It was noted these events have Kingdom staff dealing with
the event activities leaving the other needs to the hosting
group. Members are also asked to provide counsel on the
possibility of moving our traditional event, Valor, to Memorial weekend. As the Society has grown it has resulted in
two or three events and a Society war being held on Labor
Day weekend. The move would remove these conflicts
which have had an increasing impact on attendance and
would result in cooler temperatures during the event. Members are asked to provide their input in writing to Their
Excellencies and the Seneschal.

and arranging for the check-in and out of Baronial property for use by
members of the populace and properly documenting such uses. You do
not need to know everything up front in order to apply for this position! There are many resources and networks available to help you learn
and do this job.

The meeting adjourned.

It is known that Kris Kinder, not Horse and Falcons, is Forgotten Sea's
traditional event weekend. Despite this we have approached Their Royal Majesties Logan and Ylva for Their considerations on the matter, as
both the Crown of Calontir and as former Baronage of Forgotten Sea.
Our cousins Baron Soren atte' Raven and Baroness Rowan Del Wich
have also been approached for their thoughts as the current Baronage of
Forgotten Sea. Their Excellencies Soren and Rowan will be bringing the
matter up for discussion with their populace as well.

Applicants need to have reliable email/internet access and experience
with excel or comparable spreadsheet programs is a plus.
More information about the position is available in the Kingdom Exchequer handbook, available at http://exchequer.calontir.org/.
Please send letters of application along with your membership information to Baron@baronyofvatavia.org
Baroness@baronyofvatavia.org
Seneschal@baronyofvatavia.org
Exchequer@baronyofvatavia.org
We would appreciate your letters no later than August 17th, 2016.
Thank you!
•••••

Proposed Date Change for Valor
Currently open for commentary is a proposal put forth by the Baronage
to move Vatavia's traditional event from the weekend of Labor Day to
the weekend of Memorial Day. Due to the long-reaching effects of this
proposal, we would like to emphasize that commentary is being accepted until September 5, 2016, and strongly recommend that all members
forward their opinions for consideration.

By moving Valor from Labor Day weekend to Memorial Day weekend
Vatavia would no longer be the only Barony in Calontir whose traditional event weekend is across from not one, but two (sometimes more
than two) events.
One of the other events that has been established on Labor Day weekend is Battlemoor, a foreign war. Moving Valor to Memorial Day weekend would open up the possibility for the summer Crown to muster the
Kingdom for Battlemoor. This allows for Calontir, our War Kingdom,
to have another foreign war to travel to as an army. (This has already
happened regardless, and Valor's attendance suffered for it. There are
no guarantees it will not happen again.)
Moving Valor to Memorial Day weekend opens the opportunity to
travel to Battlemoor and/or Glass and Metal Symposium for the populace of Vatavia. We are aware that many of you have have interest in
either or both events. It would be nice for everyone to have the opportunity to atten them if they so wish.

Vatavia is known as the lands that burn, and for good reason. Valor is
often hot. Scorching hot. In moving Valor to Memorial Day weekend
we are looking at cooler weather. We understand that the trade of is
that it might rain. We grant that it has rained many times during events
held in May. However, we believe that a bit of rain would perhaps be
most welcome in lieu of the sweltering weather we almost always have
in the beginning of September.
We have already opened discussion with former Barons and Baronesses
of Vatavia, and many members of the populace. We will continue doing
so here in the coming weeks.

Announcements

This is not a decision to be made lightly. We wish nothing but for the
continued excitement and future success of Valor. For what is best for
our Barony and Kingdom. Your thoughts and considerations are very
important to us. We look forward to your discussions.

Wanted: Property Minister
As was announced at Officers' Meeting this month, the office of Property Minister will be vacant soon. We're looking for a motivated, organized individual to be responsible for maintaining the physical property
of the Barony. Duties for this office include being responsible for the
storage and handling of Baronial property, keeping track of inventory,

Comments are strongly encouraged. Please email them to:
Barony@baronyofvatavia.org
Baroness@baronyofvatavia.org
Seneschal@baronyofvatavia.org
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THEIR MAJESTIES CALONTIR

baronial GATHERINGS

King Logan & Queen Ylva | Falcon-Crown@calontir.org

Populace Meeting Third Wednesday, 7-9 PM VFW
Post 112, 1560 South Topeka Street, Wichita, KS
67211

UPCOMING KINGDOM EVENTS

Fighter Practice (Armored Combat and Calon Steel)
Sundays, 10-1 PM O.J. Watson Park, 3022 S McLean
Boulevard, Wichita, KS 67217 | For more information,
contact: Lord Magnus O’Carr (AKA Torin)
knightmarshal@baronyofvatavia.org | 316-640-7836

•••••
July 16: CalonCon | Forgotten Sea (Belton, MO)
July 30: Feast of Eagles | Cum an Iolar (South Johnson County, KS)

Archery Practice Sundays, 9-1 PM | O.J. Watson Park,
3022 S McLean Boulevard, Wichita, KS 67217 |For
more information, contact: m’lord Sigurd
|archermarshal@baronyofvatavia.org

•••••
August 6-14: Pennic | Aethelmarc (Slippery Rock, PA)
August 20: Heraldshill Annual Event|Heraldshill (Charles City, IA)

Officers Meeting & Finance Meeting First Wednesday of
the month, 7-9 PM. Open to the populace. Make ICT,
1500 E Douglas Ave, Wichita, KS 67214

August 27: Cattle Raids | Mag Mor (Lincoln, NE)
•••••

Arts and Sciences Gathering 1st, 2nd and 4th Wednesday, 7-9 PM at Make ICT, 1500 E Douglas Ave, Wichita, KS 67214

September 2-4: Valor | Vatavia (Wichita, KS)
September 10: King’s Companie Of Archers|Shire of
Crystal Mynes (TBD)

September 17: Queen’s Prize Tournament |Coeur d’Ennui
(Des Moines, IA)

September 24: Equinox | Deodar (Cedar Rapids, IA)
September 24: Gryphon’s Fest | Three Rivers (St. Louis,
Mo)

SCA WEBSITES OF INTEREST
•••••

www.sca.org | www.calontir.org |
www.baronyofvatavia.org

October 1: Autumn Arrows|Calanais Nuadh (Rolla, MO)
TO GET A COPY OF THE

October 8: Fall Crown Tournament |Lonely Tower

KNOWN WORLD HANDBOOK

(Omaha, NE)

Contact His Lordship Friar Thomas at 316-685-1182

October 15: Vertigo | Lost Moor (St. Joseph, MO)
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Stargate Hermitage-The Tower Part Iby Her Excellency Marie Chantal Delaire
The Dream in the Society for Creative Anachronism can be marching with your army to battle in a foreign war. For another, the Dream is manifest in the grand court of all the Kingdoms at Pennsic. Some others find it on the archery field, in
an ‘enchanted ground’ encampment, at a feast hall, around a bardic fire. For Kasamira Verena d’Arcy (Sharon Lawrence) it
was having recreated the feeling of peace and serenity she felt on the battlements of a fortification in Rotenberg. There, in
Germany, Stargate Hermitage began. Conceived at first as a doll house, then a playhouse; it finally became an actual tower.
It has been over 20 plus years of dedication, determination and forbearance that has made the 21 foot 10 foot diameter
tower and the connected, adjoining 12 X 16 foot, two-story Chapel of the Angels a reality.
After over a year of weekly trips from 1988 into 1989 enough Silverdale limestone was collected from East
Heights Methodist Church which was remodeling and other stone from other sites. Sharon Born of the Born Stone Company provided stone quarried at Silverdale. Virtually all of the special decorative stones came from there. Then the actual
building plans for the tower began to be made. The challenge of combining the needs of the current Middle Ages and the
desire to follow historical architecture also began. The building permit was finally granted for a storage shed, the only
round structure allowed since agricultural zoning was required for a silo. November 1990 ground was broken for the tower foundation. The three foot wide four foot deep foundation was roughed out, part machine dug; the rest done by hand.
The rebar set and concrete poured; then, the four inch slab was added on top of that.
February 1991 the tower began to rise on that foundation. Regulations required a professional company, although
Lady Kasamira was allowed to help. To be acceptable to current building standards, cinder block with rebar was set. Historically two stone walls would have been erected and the space between filled with earth and construction debris. In a
nod to history ashes from Mt. St. Helens, rocks from the Alps and other personal items were time-capsuled in the walls as
they rose. As 1991 came to a close the tower was ready for interior work. With help from her husband, Sheldon, stairs
were built to connect the ground to the second floor. A storage area was made under the stairs of the ‘storage shed’ for the
mower. Stairs connected the second floor to the hatch leading to the tower roof which had been covered with marble donated to Lady Kasamira. 1992 saw finishing work on the tower. In that summer a faulty key stone required that the entryway arch be completely redone which was accomplished that Fall. In all five different masons worked on the tower. By
1993 the two 80 lb. solid oak doors built by Leonardo il Calamaro/ Dean W. Day were set. Lady Kasamira had made
the walnut stain for the doors and, then, Thomas Foxleye/ Tony Russell did iron work replicating the door decoration of
a Carmelite convent in Austria.
In 1994 the first of several open houses was done to celebrate and share Stargate Tower with the people of Wichita. Stargate and Lady Kasamira were featured on the front page of the Wichita Eagle on April 4,1991. She was a featured
Kansan on the Hatteberg’s People news segment by Larry Hatteberg and later included in his second book More Kansas
People in 1994. Numerous weddings, parties, birthdays, initiations, school field trips, and special events were held as well
as fund raisers for the rest of the Hermitage. She believed, “Stargate is to share with people and not for me alone.”
Over time shield representing people of the SCA Inc. who donated their time to help build Stargate were made
and hung outside. Other institutions’ and individuals’, important to Kasamira, had their armory added. A stone dry wall
was built along the fence by Kasamira and a grotto made from stone scavenged from abandoned old farms. The door to
the grotto was from the Saint Francis Rectory. A message board was built along Kellogg Drive for inspirational saying. A
fountain was added in 1996. Two stone archways in the yard, each piece of stone faced by hand, were done by Mike Suitor and Tom Kane. The castle had furnishing moved in. A rope bed was set up in the second floor bedroom.
Just as historic castles were works in process so was Stargate Hermitage.
The Chapel of the Angels to complete the Hermitage was still a future dream.
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In Memorium

Kasamira Verena D’Arcy
November, 1941—April 5, 2016
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The Friar’s Corner by his lordship Thomas Bacon
This essay is about knowing your source. That is knowing the who and why of the first recorder of a given story. Story, not fact.
For there is a difference as the following examples will show. For each narrator unavoidably comes with a bias. The better observers
recognize this work to minimize this, while others embrace an agenda that they work into their narrative. And it is the latter that you
must watch out for. That is why, for example, one must be very careful of any histories written prior to roughly 1920. As these
writers were very nationalistic, and so portray their nations as the driver of history. That does not mean that anything written prior
to 1920 is worthless. As compilers and describers of artifacts they were very good. It is their interpretations that are suspect.
The premier example of dubious source material is King Arthur. The earliest mention of Arthur is by Nennius in his
“History of the Britons” circa 825. And it is largely a list of battles he fought and won against the Saxons. Everything else comes
out of folklore and fictional retellings. Lancelot out of French romances, the Grail Knight Percival out of German romances. The
best known version is a compilation and synthesis by the imprisoned knight Thomas Mallory. Each telling of the story is more of a
reflection of the times it was written, then of Arthur himself. While Arthur is an extreme example, such folklore often surrounds
famous people, and one must be careful to separate such folklore from the truth.
Even such folklore must be carefully considered. Consider the following passage on King Knut from the “History of the
English” by Henry of Huntingdon written circa 1130.
Thirdly, when at the summit of his power, he ordered a seat to be placed for him on the sea-shore when the tide
was coming in; thus seated, he shouted to the flowing sea, “Thou, too, art subject to my command, as the land on
which I am seated is mine; and no one has ever resisted my commands with impunity. I command you, then, not to
flow over my land, no presume to wet the feet and the robe of your lord.” The tide, however, continuing to rise as
usual, dashed over his feet and legs without respect to his royal person. Then the king leaped backwards, saying:
“Let all men know how empty and worthless is the power of kings, for there is none worthy of the name, but He
whom heaven, earth, and sea obey by eternal laws.” From thenceforth King Canute never wore his crown of gold,
but placed it for a lasting memorial on the image of our Lord affixed to a cross, to the honor of God the almighty
King: though whose mercy may the soul of Canute, the king, enjoy everlasting rest.
The usual telling of this story leaves out the last part, changing the story from one illustrating Knut’s humility, to one depicting him
arrogant and egotistical. Note also that this earliest telling the story was written roughly a century after its occurrence. This leaves
open the possibility that the event never occurred.
Such folklore can also obscure the meaning of events even when the facts are well known. Such is the case of the Magna
Carta and King John. John is usually portrayed as a bad king. Actually he was a very good administrator, but a very bad military
commander, especially in comparison with his brother Richard. John’s problems began when he used his administration skills to
successfully collect taxes to pay for his efforts to reverse his military failures. The barons revolted when they had enough of losing
money and their continental lands.
The Magna Carta is celebrated as the foundation document for freedom and the rule of law. A closer look will show that is
overstating the case. First of all, the Magna Carta only applied to the nobility. Everyone else was unprotected by its articles. Secondly, John had no real intension of long abiding by the Magna Carta, nor the barons had expectations that he would do so. And so
the last year and a half of John’s reign was consumed by the civil war that the Magna Carta was intended to forestall. It was John’s
death and the ascension of his nine year old son Henry to the throne that assured the Magna Carta’s continuing prominence as the
barons seized power by minor regency and reissued a revised Magna Carta..
The validity of a given source is an ago old problem. One notorious example is the Donation of Constantine. The donation was supposedly issued by Constantine the Great giving control of the Western Roman Empire to the Pope. It was used to support papal authority throughout the Middle Ages up until 1600 when it was quietly dropped. It first appeared around 750 and
proven a forgery in 1440 using textual analysis.
Another period example of not understanding your source is the horned Moses. While the most famous example is Michelangelo’s statue, other illustrations of horned Moses can be found throughout the period. The error comes from St Jerome’s translation of the Bible into Latin, commonly known as the Vulgate. The passage involved is when Moses comes down from the mountain
with the Ten Commandments for the second time. The original Hebrew uses the world karan which comes from the word keren
which usually means horn. Later scholars interpret karan to mean "emitting rays like a horn”. So more modern translations have
Moses’s face shining or glorified, not horned.
The point is to try to get as close to the original source as possible. In the Society the shorthand phrase is “use primary
sources”. This is because as you go through layers of interpretations, distortions, intentional or not, creep in. This is not always
possible, and original sources can have their own biases. But the better you know your sources, the better you will be able to discern
the truth.
Copyright © 2016 David Moreno All rights reserved.
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By the Fire’s Light by Her Excellency Marie Chantal Delaire
The fire triangle is taught in schools, the Scouts, camper organizations and other places. Heat, oxygen, and fuel are needed for a fire. Removing
any one extinguishes the blaze. The same formula applies when attempting to build a fire.
Unless a person has had prior experience building a fire, it can be a challenge for the new camper. Many products exist that make such skill unnecessary. For Society members the conveniences, such as propane camp stoves, are still embraced to ease chores such as meal prep. But there is something about a wood campfire in the evenings at encampments. The Bards talk of fire walking through the night, plying their art.
But what purpose is the fire for? There are actually different arrangements that facilitate different goals. Fire can provide heat. Or it can be functional for cooking. Or the goal may just be light.
No matter what the goal, the ‘tools’ remain the same. The fuel/wood is usually categorized as tinder, kindling, and fuel. Tinder is that which
catches fire easily and quickly. It can be found items on site: dry grass, hanging moss, wood shavings, paper birch bark on the ground. It can be
supplies you bring like natural fiber drier lint or dry used wax coated drinking cups. It can also be steel wool which can be lit with a battery. It can
be a pre-prepared New England fire starter (pumice stone soaked in a fuel like kerosene or charcoal fire starter- store in air tight container), waxcoated pinecones, paper and wax bon-bons made with old candle remnants, cardboard rolls, etc. Or you can try the historic practice of making and
carrying char cloth. Kindling is small twigs and branches. If it is about the diameter of your little finger or smaller, it is the right size. A hat-full of
kindling is about the amount needed. The fuel/ logs are not the logs of the home fireplace. These need to be the size of your wrist, two to three
inches. Dumping an 8 inch diameter log on a bed of coals will not produce a campfire (Actually had a request for more of our coals once when
this didn’t work for someone.)
The fuel is collected. Location is next. You want to clear an area for your fire. You do not want to have it spread to your tent and other camp
items. Pick a fairly flat, open area. Clear the area of potential tinder and other fuel sources to bare dirt or rock. Also check that the fire will not be
igniting overhead branches. The area can be fenced with rocks. Realize that if the rocks become hot enough they will ignite the dry grass near
them. In prairie areas you need to actually dig a pit below the root level of the prairie sod roots. If the fire ignites the drier roots underneath the
fire then the fire can follow that path for hundreds of feet before surfacing and flaring up with the extra oxygen. Trenched fires can be tricky to
light and maintain. The trench needs to be aligned with the prevailing wind to maximize air flow. Without the air flow the fire cannot ‘breathe’.
You lose one side of the fire triangle. Many camp areas will have designated fire pit areas or require above ground fire pits. There could even be a
burn ban if conditions have been dry for an extended time. Always check.
Now comes deciding the goal for your fire. What is the most desired energy result: as light, as heat, or as length of time burning? A star fire is
what most are familiar with from movies and TV westerns, wood arranged like spokes on a wheel with the fire in the center. The tinder is placed
in the center with kindling above that. The fuel logs rest on the outside edge of the kindling ring. Such fires are low maintenance compared to
other types that need constant tending. They also conserve fuel since only one end of the fuel is being burned. They are good for calm weather but
difficult in windy conditions. They can get blown out like candles by strong gusts. They are difficult to get started. The heat source has to be
applied to the tinder under the kindling. Often an extra piece of tinder is ignited and inserted into the other tinder. These fires are the one type
where it is possible to regulate the heat. Pushing the fuel in raises the temperature; pulling it out lowers the temperature. Such fires work well for
light.
The tee-pee/ cone is another familiar type. The tinder is inside. Kindling and fuel logs are leaned into each other forming a cone. That can be
tricky. Having a branching piece of wood to catch the end of another piece can be helpful in beginning construction. In its largest form it is the
bonfires of high school pep rallies. It is easily lit. They burn quickly. It requires constant addition of fuel to keep going. It burns a massive amount
of fuel. The hottest point of any flame is right at the tip. The top point of these fires are hottest, at the very peak of the fuel. They can generate
very tall flames so clear space overhead is essential. These fires can be problematic since they tend to collapse. Remnants can be thrown beyond the
location perimeter when that occurs. These fires are good when heat is the goal. They can actually force people away due to the extreme heat generated. They also generate a lot of light.
A variation of this is the lean to. A partial tee-pee is built leaning against a stone or a fuel log. The fuel log or stone can act as a wind break to aid
in starting the fire in gusty conditions. They are easier to light than the tee-pee with the easier airflow provided. Collapsing is less problematic.
The third most commonly known structure is the log cabin fire. It is a classic. When stacked with thin fuel logs at the bottom to thicker logs at
the top it is the funeral pyre used since antiquity. Two fuel logs are placed parallel to each other. Two more are placed on top of these forming a
square. Tinder is placed in the middle with kindling on top. Then more layers are added building up the sides. Each layer square is smaller than
the one below. The airflow on these have a chimney effect. This structure form makes for poor convection to ignite at the start. Once going these
fires have uniform heating. They also can burn the longest. Because of the uniform heat and duration these are good as cooking fires.
There is a variation of this one as well. It is referred to as an inverse, or reverse, stack. It is built as the name implies largest to smallest. The profile
resembles a pyramid. The fuel is on the bottom, then kindling layers, and at the top the tinder. Gravity causes the fire to fall through the layers
below igniting those. Since fires burn up there must be space left for the layers above to fall through the center. This type can be easier to ignite
than the traditional log cabin.
Small rocks or very large logs with some form of grate on top can be used to elevate and fire or just the fire’s fuel logs to increase available airflow.
It acts like the fire dogs used in home fireplaces. It also allows the ashes to fall through and not smoother your fire by depriving it of oxygen. A
word of caution: using large logs to elevate the grate can have those large logs smoldering long after the primary fire has died. Enough supplied
heat can build up and relight the fire when no one is around or all are asleep.
A camp fire is not quickly achieved. It can take 20 to 30 minutes to have the fuel logs burning and going well. It goes without saying that no fire
should be left unattended. Even a low maintenance star fire needs to be watched.
Once the desired goal is determined and the necessary fire structure laid it remains to light it. The traditional flint and steel can be used. The
sparks ignite the tinder. It can be a challenge to get this skill with only occasional practice. There are period forms of drills to produce heat
through friction. Strictly modern matches can be used or, Leonardo’s favorite, a self lighting propane torch. A battery applied to steel wool will
ignite it. There is the bane of parents, the magnifying glass. However you chose to apply the heat source to the tinder the careful building of the
fire structure before hand will aid the success of having your wood campfire for your encampment. Let the bardic tales, event stories and songs
begin.
Copyright © 2016 Mary Day
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July 2016
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3 EP Demo
4
12-4pm
Fighter Practice
12-3pm at EP
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park

5

6
7
Officers &
Finance Meeting
7-9 PM
Make
ICT, 1500 E
Douglas Ave.

8

9

10
11
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

12

13
14
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make
ICT,1500 E
Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

15

16

17
18
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

19

20

21

22

23

24
25
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

26

27
28
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make
ICT,1500 E
Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

29

30

CalonCon
Event

Populace
Meeting
7-9 PM VFW
Post 112, 1560
S. Topeka Street

31
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

15

August 2016
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3
Officers &
Finance Meeting
7-9 PM
Make ICT,
1500 E Douglas
Ave.

4

5

6

7
8
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

9

10
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make ICT,1500
E Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

11

12

13

14
15
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

16

17
Populace
Meeting

18

19

20

21
22
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

23

24
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make ICT,1500
E Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

25

26

27

28
29
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice
9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

30

31
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make ICT,1500
E Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

Sun

Museum Of
World
Treasures
Demo
10-3pm

7-9 PM VFW
Post 112, 1560
S. Topeka Street

16

September 2016
Sun

4

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

Valor Event

Valor Event

5

6

7
Officers &
Finance Meeting
7-9 PM
Make ICT,
1500 E Douglas
Ave.

8

9

10

11
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice 9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

12

13

14
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make ICT,1500
E Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

15

16

17

18
Fighter Practice
10-1pm
Archery Practice 9-1pm
Watson Park
3022 S. McLean

19

20

21
Populace
Meeting

22

23

24

25

26

Valor Event

Fall
Renaissance
Festival

Fall
Renaissance

7-9 PM VFW
Post 112, 1560
S. Topeka Street

27

28
A&S Gathering
7-9 PM
Make ICT,1500
E Douglas Ave,
Wichita, KS
67214

17

Festival

29

30

